
From: Smith, James
To: Anna.Fernow@deq.ok.gov; Mike.Broderick@deq.ok.gov; Coggins, Angela; Pam.Dizikes@deq.ok.gov; Irvin, Ian;

dwclement@burnsmcd.com; Mike.Stickney@deq.ok.gov; Saxton, John; Pinkston, Karen;
jhesemann@burnsmcd.com; Schwartzman, Adam; jlux@burnsmcd.com; bhalli@burnsmcd.com;
J.Paul.Davis@deq.ok.gov; Kelly.Dixon@deq.ok.gov; Pineda, Christine; David.Cates@deq.ok.gov

Cc: Von Till, Bill; McKenney, Chris
Subject: List for Cimarron
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 9:57:00 AM
Attachments: followp list from 3-10-22 public meeting.pdf

Email from John S, dtd 3 22 2022 with List for Cimarron .pdf

Hello Everyone-
 
As indicated in my email, below, on Friday March 11, 2002, John Saxton has provided a list
of model variables and other data that could help him revise his analysis.
 
Please see attached email from John with the list of water levels that would help his
calculations. Also, as indicated earlier, we can schedule a follow-up public meeting to
discuss the model and data used if it would be useful.
 
Thanks
 
Jim
 
 

 
 
 
From: Smith, James 
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2022 4:53 PM
To: Smith, James <James.Smith@nrc.gov>; Anna.Fernow@deq.ok.gov; Mike.Broderick@deq.ok.gov;
Coggins, Angela <Angela.Coggins@nrc.gov>; Pam.Dizikes@deq.ok.gov; Irvin, Ian
<Ian.Irvin@nrc.gov>; dwclement@burnsmcd.com; Mike.Stickney@deq.ok.gov; Saxton, John
<John.Saxton@nrc.gov>; Pinkston, Karen <Karen.Pinkston@nrc.gov>; jhesemann@burnsmcd.com;
Schwartzman, Adam <Adam.Schwartzman@nrc.gov>; jlux@burnsmcd.com; bhalli@burnsmcd.com;
J.Paul.Davis@deq.ok.gov; Kelly.Dixon@deq.ok.gov; Pineda, Christine <Christine.Pineda@nrc.gov>;
David.Cates@deq.ok.gov
Cc: Von Till, Bill <Bill.VonTill@nrc.gov>; McKenney, Chris <Christepher.McKenney@nrc.gov>
Subject: Slides and raw transcript from today's Public Meeting
 
Hello everyone-
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As a follow-up to the public meeting, I was asked to provide a list of specific information needed 
to refine my calculations.   
 


1) Figure SWPS-0 of the July 1998 Decommissioning Plan lists surface water elevations for 
the Cimarron River.  However, a date for those measurements is not provided.   


 
Dates for those surface water elevations (or any other time the surface water elevations were 
measured but not reported) would aid in verifying the use of a relatively high hydraulic 
conductivities for the alluvium.  The slug test results for the 2002 assessment and the relatively 
flat hydraulic gradient support a high conductivity; however, the slug tests and subsequent 
testing demonstrate some heterogeneities in the alluvium including areas of low conductivities.  
Furthermore, the dates would provide confirmation that the elevations were measured on the 
same date and thus provide constraints on the hydraulic gradient for the river.   
 


2) Groundwater elevations at GE-BA1-01, 02W29, 02W31 and 02W46.   
 
The file containing groundwater elevations provided to NRC was extremely useful.  However, 
data for the above wells were not included in the file and may help inform my calculations.  In 
regard to well GE-BA1-01, staff notes that the coordinates (included in a separate file) appear to 
be interchanged for wells GE-WA-01 and GE-BA1-01; the reported elevations for GE-WA-01 
should be verified as correct.  The latter three wells were abandoned for construction of the 
trench but elevations prior to being abandoned would be informative.   
 
In addition, based on observations made during calculations, staff notes that the following 
information may have been measured or reported incorrectly: 
 
TMW-24   7/31/17 
TMW-19   7/13/17    
02W23     4/17/17 
1373         2/5/16 
 








From: Saxton, John
To: Smith, James
Subject: List for Cimarron
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 9:12:42 AM
Attachments: followp list from 3-10-22 public meeting.docx


Jim,
 
Attached is a list of water levels that would help my calculations.  Sorry for the delay – I
didn’t want to provide an extensive list and condensed it to only those items which would
help the most.
 
John
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As a follow-up to the public meeting, I was asked to provide a list of specific information needed to refine my calculations.  





1) Figure SWPS-0 of the July 1998 Decommissioning Plan lists surface water elevations for the Cimarron River.  However, a date for those measurements is not provided.  





Dates for those surface water elevations (or any other time the surface water elevations were measured but not reported) would aid in verifying the use of a relatively high hydraulic conductivities for the alluvium.  The slug test results for the 2002 assessment and the relatively flat hydraulic gradient support a high conductivity; however, the slug tests and subsequent testing demonstrate some heterogeneities in the alluvium including areas of low conductivities.  Furthermore, the dates would provide confirmation that the elevations were measured on the same date and thus provide constraints on the hydraulic gradient for the river.  





2) Groundwater elevations at GE-BA1-01, 02W29, 02W31 and 02W46.  





The file containing groundwater elevations provided to NRC was extremely useful.  However, data for the above wells were not included in the file and may help inform my calculations.  In regard to well GE-BA1-01, staff notes that the coordinates (included in a separate file) appear to be interchanged for wells GE-WA-01 and GE-BA1-01; the reported elevations for GE-WA-01 should be verified as correct.  The latter three wells were abandoned for construction of the trench but elevations prior to being abandoned would be informative.  





In addition, based on observations made during calculations, staff notes that the following information may have been measured or reported incorrectly:





TMW-24   7/31/17


TMW-19   7/13/17   


02W23     4/17/17


1373         2/5/16









Attached are the two sets of slides that John presented yesterday, the main slides, and
back up slides. Additionally a raw auto generated transcript from Microsoft Teams of
today’s Public Meeting is also attached. There are many misinterpretations/errors in the raw
transcript, but I think that everyone who participated in the meeting will know what was
actually said versus the autogenerated transcript.  We don’t have a requirement for a
transcript for these public meetings, so I don’t anticipate a need to edit it, but it may help
you remember the gist of the conversation during the presentation when you go back
through the slides.  There was an video recording of the presentation; however, I am not
quite sure how to share this outside of the NRC Sharepoint site. However, if there is a
perceived need for that, let me know and I will seek technical and legal assistance to share
the video recording with you.
 
It is my understanding that John Saxton will follow-up with a list of model variables and
other data that could help him revise his analysis, and if needed we can schedule a follow-
up public meeting to discuss the model and data used. 
 
Thanks for your participation in the meeting.
 
 
Jim
 

 


